k -out-of-N ( F ) system with random numbers of identical components are studied. The lifetime of k -out-of-N ( F ) system corresponds to the kth order statistic of random numbers of independent identically distributed random variables. Characterizations based on some stochastic orders, for example, star order, hazard rate order and reversed hazard order system are studied. Stochastic order has been widely applied in computer queuing networks, communications systems, automated production line system, inventory systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of stochastic comparisons of random variables is always an important topic in reliability. Based on comparisons of the distribution functions of random variables, several more refined orders (called stochastic order) have been studied. Shaked and Shanthikumar [1] and Müller and Stoyan [2] presented comprehensive discussions on these concept and their properties as well. Stochastic order has been widely used in queuing theory, actuarial mathematics, computer queuing networks, communications systems, automated production line system, inventory systems and finance.
Stochastic comparisons of series system, parallel system and k -out-of-N system have been widely studied. Dykstra, Kochar and Rojo [3] studied stochastic comp-aresons between the largest order statistics from two different sequence of random variables. Joo and Mi [4] compared the hazard functions of two parallel systems, each of which consists of two independent components with exponential distribution functions. Hu and Wang [5] considered the problems of optimal allocation of a r -out-of-N system with respect to the usual stochastic order. See Kochar [6] , Khaledi and Kochar [7] and J. Bartoszewicz [8] for more details. Papers mentioned above assumed that the number of units is fixed. However, it is not always true in practice. The number of units may be random. These systems can widely apply in transportation and military area. Shaked and Wong [9] presented stochastic comparison characterizations of the lifetime of series system and parallel system which the number of components is random. Random minima is the same as the lifetime of series system and random maxima is treated as the lifetime of parallel system. Shaked and Wong [9] also derived stochastic comparisons of random maxima and minima when the random number N of identical components is different and the life distributions are not the same. Then, Bartoszewicz [10] derived stochastic comparisons of random maxima and minima of stochastic orders based on usual stochastic order, dispersive convex order and star order and some closure properties about DFR, IFR, IFRA, DFRA, NBU, NWU and IRFR classes of life distributions. Li and Zuo [11] had also considered stochastic comparisons of random maxima of stochastic orders based on right spread order and increasing convex order and stochastic comparisons of random minima of stochastic orders based on TTT order and increasing concave order. They also proved the closure property at other classes of life distributions. However, stochastic comparisons of k -out-of-N ( F ) system assumed that the number of the components is random have not been introduced.
In this paper, we give some stochastic comparisons of 
II. STOCHASTIC COMPARISON RESULTS
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In the following theorem we obtain stochastic comparisons of stochastic orders based on the usual stochastic order under taking of random statistic order. 
Proof. We shall prove that
Applied the results of preservation under the usual stochastic order of N k X : to random minima and maxima, we will have the Theorem 1(1) of Bartoszewicz [10] .
In the next result we will obtain the preservation of stochastic orders based on the usual stochastic order the star order under taking of random statistic order. We will use the following lemmas:
Lemma2.1 (Shaked and Shanthikumar [9] 
According to Lemma3.3(a) , we have 
According to Lamma2.3, we have
III. SOME CHARACTERIZATIONS OF LIFE DISTRIBUTION
In this section, we shall use the following lemmas concerning relations about stochastic orders. [14] with random numbers of identical components are studied. From the theoretical analysis, characterizations of stochastic orders based on star order, hazard rate order and reversed hazard order system are studied. Theoretical results may conduct practical productions in computer queuing networks, communications systems, automated production line system, inventory systems.
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